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UM BIRD PROFESSOR HOSTS NATIONAL TV SHOW
By Patia Stephens 
University Communications
MISSOULA—
A University of Montana biology professor is taking his expertise beyond the confines of the 
classroom to living rooms across the country.
Ken Dial is host of a half-hour daytime TV show about birds, “All Bird TV," which 
premiered Sept. 29 on Discovery Communication’s new nature channel, Animal Planet. Discovery 
Communications also operates the Discovery Channel.
Dial, whose 10 years at UM have included extensive research into bird flight, said the show 
is one of the first about bird watching and bird biology. “All Bird TV" is different from standard 
nature shows, he added.
“It’s a light-hearted show," he said. “The aim of the show is to let people know birding 
doesn’t have to be just for scientists and senior citizens."
In each week’s show, Dial travels to a different part of the country to explore aspects of bird 
biology such as parenting, anatomy and migration. He demonstrates complex biological themes with 
a variety of fun activities in interesting areas: rollerblading in New York’s Central Park, kayaking 
on Monterey Bay, mountain biking in Arizona, scuba diving on the Pacific Coast. The premiere
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segment of “All Bird TV" and an upcoming episode were filmed in Montana.
Dial believes the time is right for a TV show about birds. “Bird watching is the fastest- 
growing hobby in the country," he said. “People are becoming more environmentally concerned, 
and birds are one of the most visible manifestations of the beauty and complexity of nature."
New converts to bird watching are welcome, Dial said. “The point of the show is to 
demonstrate that you don’t have to be a nerdy bird watcher to enjoy what birds have to offer you, 
which is a window to understanding themes of nature," he said. “You don’t have to be intimidated." 
The show is geared toward all ages and experience levels of birdwatchers.
Dial, who was “discovered" by an executive producer and asked to audition for the job of 
host, is also scientific adviser to the show. His colleague in UM’s Division of Biological Sciences, 
Jeff Marks, also works on the show as scientific adviser.
A husband and father in addition to his teaching, researching and TV host responsibilities, 
Dial is motivated by a quest for knowledge. “I want to understand how birds do the phenomenal 
things they do,” he said.
Each of the first 13 episodes of “All Bird TV" will air four times per week on the Animal 
Planet channel. Check your local listings for times.
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